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Recently, B. Mitiagin and N. Zobin constructed an example of nuclear 
Frechet space without basis. The essential modification of their constructions 
gives the following results. There exists such a nuclear Frechet space X that 
for any nuclear Frechet space Y the space X x Y has no basis (Sections 1 
and 2). This fact has a lot of corollaries (Sect. 3); e.g., the space X x Cm(R1) 
having the maximal diametral dimension among nuclear Frtchet spaces never- 
theless has no basis. One can also construct (Sect. 4) a nuclear FrCchet space 8 
without strongly finite-dimensional decomposition (see Definition 0.1). In 
Section 5 some comments and open questions are given. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Mitiagin and Zobin [5, 1 l] constructed an example of 
nuclear FrCchet space without basis. Moreover, they gave [12] a 
continuum of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear FrCchet spaces without 
bases. Their constructions have three essential points: 
(1) The application of the theorem on absoluteness of bases in 
nuclear FrCchet spaces [2]. 
(2) The use of multidimensional analogs of K&he spaces 
X = X(4,) = 
1 
x = (x,X’, x, E If,: 1 II z&,x, 11’ < co, VP 
12 
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where H, are finite dimensional, e.g., dim H, = 2, and Amp: H, + H, 
p = 0, I,..., are noncommuting operators of special nature. The choice 
of these operators (2 x 2-matrices) is the core of the construction. 
(For the construction of these operators a 1-l mapping U: N--+ N4 
is used.) 
(3) The introduction of geometrical characteristics (relative 
n-diameters and relative angles between two vectors) of a pair of 
operators in a (finite- or infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space. A 
geometrical argument based on these invariants gives the proof that X 
has no basis. 
The present paper preserves the main lines of these constructions 
but the essential modification has been made in the point (3) where 
the geometrical argument is replaced by an algebraic one. The more 
simple algebraic argument in the point (3) gives more freedom in the 
choice of operators A, and in some additional constructions. For 
example we can construct a nuclear FrCchet space X such that, for 
any nuclear FrCchet space Y, the space E = X x Y has no basis 
(Sect. l-2). This fact has a lot of corollaries; now let us mention 
only that the space X x C’(9) having the maximal approximative 
(or diametral) dimension among nuclear FrCchet spaces nevertheless 
has no basis. Here P(P) denotes the space of all infinitely differen- 
tiable functionsf(t) on the unit circle S with the topology generated 
by the system of norms l/f/l, = supl C: (l/k!) if(k)(t)l. 
The algebraization of the point (3) gives a possibility for further 
modifications. For example, we get (Sect. 3) after small changes in 
points (1) and (2) the construction of a nuclear FrCchet space without 
strongly finite-dimensional decomposition in the following sense: 
DEFINITION 0.1. A space E has a strongly finite-dimensional 
decomposition (s.f.d.d.) if there exists a system of finite-dimensional 
projections P, , t = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
(a) P,P,, = 0, t # t’. 
(b) x = x:,“=, P,x for any x E E. 
(c) dim P, = d, < d, Vt for some d < co. 
By a general argument it gives also a continuum of pairwise- 
nonisomorphic nuclear FrCchet spaces (of maximal diametral dimen- 
sion, if one wants) without s.f.d.d. 
Let us remark that all the constructions and results of the paper 
are correct in both the real and the complex cases. 
For basic notion and definitions related to nuclear spaces see [4] 
or [7]. 
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1. CONSTRUCTION OF A SPACE WITHOUT BASIS 
Let Hz be a two-dimensional (real or complex) Hilbert space and 
let 
H = Z2(H2) = x = (X,);,X,EH2:CJIX,/~2 < co . 
I n 1 
Let us choose positive operators Ap: H -+ H, A, = @l, A, , 
p = 0, l,..., such that the following conditions hold: 
2’“A;,-, < A:, n,p = 1, 2 ,... . U-1) 
We determine the space X as a multidimensional analog of K&he 
space, namely 
x = X(A,,) = 
I 
x E H: I/ x II; = 2 II &A, II2 < 00, VP (l-2) 
a=1 
with the topology generated by the system of seminorms /I x lip , 
p = 0, l,... . Under the conditions (1.1) this space is nuclear. 
Let us fix in the Hilbert space H2 an orthonormal pair e, , e2 and 
put wr = 2-lj2(e, + e2), w, = 2-1/2(-e, + e2). We denote the same 
vectors in the nth coordinate-space H, = {x E H: xx- = 0 for k # n} 
by elA, e2n, win, w2n correspondingly. Then for any x E X the series 
x = 1 (x,le,” + xn2e2”) (1.3) 
n 
converges and the functionals eF*, where e?*(x) = xnj, j = 1, 2, 
n E N, are continuous on X. 
Let o be a l-l mapping of N = (1, 2,...) onto N x N, where N 
is the (countable) set of triples of integers n = (pi , p, , p3) such that 
Pl <P2 <Ps*Put 
N, = {n E N: u(n) = (7r, Z), I E N}; 
then N = u N, is a decomposition onto disjoint infinite sets. 
We put A,, = 1,~. If nEN,, 7r = (p,,p,,p,), then we put 
A,,e,” = a e n nz) 1 7 A,,e,n = b e n ns 2 for p = 0, l,...,p, 
Anpwln = a w n Anpw2” = b w n for p = p, + I,... 
(l-4) 
nZ, 1 , n?, 2 
where a,, = b,, = 1, and choose positive parameters a, , b, , 
p = 1, 2,... in such a way that the following conditions hold: 
2”a,,-l < a,, , 2*b,w-1 < b,,, for P ZP2 + 1 
2” max@,,, y L,) = min{an,,+l , bnsl+d; 
(1*1*) 
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For example, we can put 
%I = (2”)“, b,, = (2n)p+g1 
a np = (2n)9+D2, b,, = (2’3e+P1 
a n2) = (27D+Dz, b,, = (2n)p+v3 
and in this case (I. 1 *), and therefore ( 1. 
for p = l,...,p, 
for p =p, + l,...,p, (1.6) 
for p = p, + I,... 
l), and (1.5) hold. 
2. PROOFS 
Now we are ready to prove the 
THEOREM 2.1. The space X of the form (1.2), where A, are the 
operators (1.4) with the parameters unp , b, satisfying (1 .l*), (1.5), 
is a nuclear Frtkhet without basis. Moreover, for every nuclear F&het 
space Y, the space E = X x Y also has no bask. 
Proof. Suppose that the space E = X x Y has a basis (f&‘. 
Then by (1.3) we have 
ft = C (fLeln +fbkn) +x9 yt E Y, t = 1, 2,... 
n 
or 
ft = 1 tfbln +fh%“) + yt , 
12 
where for x E H2, we admit x = xlel + x2e2 = Gw, + g2w,, whence 
21 E.z 24P(xl + 4, 42 = 2-l/2(-&+ + X2), 
and write the indices n in the case of the H, . Put eIn = It eTtfi, 
e2n = Et eyyt ; then win = x1 wF”ft, where w:” = 2-lj2(ert + et’) 
and by the continuity of the functional eF* 
1 = C e;tf:, Vn. W) 
t 
The topology of E = X x Y is generated by the system of seminorms 
11(x, r)ll, = (T !I 4~ /I2 + II Y ll:)l” (2.2) 
where x = (x,)?, and II Y Ilp , P = 0, 1,..., is a fundamental system of 
seminorms for Y. 
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In every nuclear FrCchet space all bases are absolute ([2], see also 
[4, Sect. 41 or [7, Sect. 10.21). This and the fact that X x Y is 
barrelled yields that the system of seminorms /I x j(* = CI j zt j lift I& , 
where z = Ct z”fi , p = 0, I,..., is equivalent to the system (2.2). 
In particular, there exist integers p, , p, , p, , 0 = p, < p, < p, < p, , 
and a positive number C such that 
II 27 ll;i+l G c II z lIPif for i=O,1,2. (2.3) 
We put ~=(Pld2d3) and further consider the indexes n EN, 
only. 
Substitute x = elm, i = 0 in (2.3). Since 
and II elA lIpt = II &p,eln II = anpI , we have 
cam, = C II elm lIp1 2 II eln II? = 1 I 4” I lift //I b C I e? I I jf I h . 
t t 
Therefore, by (1.5), we obtain 
C I e? I If& I < C~,,,lL < C/n- (2.4a) 
t 
In an analogous way we put z = esn, i = 1 in (2.3) and, by (1.5), we 
get: 
T I eit I I f tn I G CL&nD1+l G C/n- 
Finally we put x = wlffl, i = 2 in (2.3). Since 
(2.4b) 
lift ll9*+1 = 
( 
c Ilf:m~lm +PkP2” 2 
m ll9*+1 + II Yt ll:,+I)l’z 
3 ll.k%IE +.f ELw2n lIPa+ = II 4v*+dfChn +f tP2”)ll 
= (l3:&?&,,+1 I2 + 13tzhz,2+I I”)“” 3 l3K I Lg+l 
and II wP Ilp, = II 4pa~In II = amp, , we have 
C%, = c 11 Win IID 2 II WIrn II,*,+, = c I WY I lift 1192+1 
t 
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Therefore, by (I .5) we obtain 
Let us remark that the following elementary inequality 
1 ulvl i + I u2u2 l G 1 u1v2 l + 1 u2vl + 1 u1 + u2 1 1 74 - u2 I (2.5) 
holds for any four (complex) numbers ui , u2, ul, u2. Indeed 
I% + % I 1% - 7% 2 11% I - lu2lI II VlI - ih2II a 
(I % - I f42 I)(1 Vl I - I 'u2 I) = I UP11 + l~27JzI - Iw2I - Iu27hl, 
i.e., (2.5) is valid. Hence 
for any t = 1, 2 ,..., n E N, , and, by (2.1) and (2.4a-c), we have 
1 G T I e? I If in I < 4Cln, ?lEN,. 
Since the set N, is infinite, we obtain a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3. MODIFICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Theorem 2.1 immediately implies the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any nuclear Frkhet space Y there exists 
a nuclear Frtkhet space E without basis whose approximative (or dia- 
metral) dimension is larger than that of Y. 
Proof. Put E = X x Y where X is the space of Theorem 2.1. 
Then by properties of approximative (diametral) dimension of the 
whole space and its subspace (see [4, Sect. 2.6, Proposition 71) the 
statement is true. Q.E.D. 
In particular, the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a universal nuclear Frkhet space 
without basis. 
Proof. Put E, = X x Cm(F) where X is as in Theorem 2.1 and 
Cm(R1) is the space of all infinitely differentiable functions y(t) on the 
real axis R1 = (t: - co < t < co} with the topology generated by 
the system of seminorms 11 y lip = supItl+, cbO (l/k!) I y(“)(t)J, 
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p = 1, 2,... . Komura and Komura [3] proved that the space srn, 
the Cartesian product of countable number of copies of the space 
s = 
I 
z = (,zn)m, x, E R1 (or Cl): C I z, I2 (1 + n2)’ < a, VP T 
n I 
is universal in the class of all nuclear FrCchet spaces, i.e., for every 
nuclear FrCchet space 2 there exists an isomorphic subspace Z in sco. 
Mitiagin [4, Sect. 71, showed, that sm is isomorphic to the Cm(R1). 
Hence sw may be replaced by Cm(R1). Therefore, the space 
E, = x x C”(R1) is also universal and by Theorem 2.1, E,, has no 
basis. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that Mitiagin and Zobin ([I 1, Proposition 11) 
proved the statement which is obtained from Proposition 3.1 by 
changing the adjective “larger” into “smaller.” It was essential in [I l] 
to ensure the monotonicity: 
(see more detailed [l 1, Sect. 31). N ow we need only nuclearity condi- 
tions of type (1.1) instead of the hard restrictions (3.1) on neigh- 
boring operators Anpip , A, which are blocks of the operator 
A, = @,“=, A,, in H. The conditions of type (1.1) 
(3.2a) 
or 
D,2 * exp A,,-, < Ai,, n,p = 1,2 ,a”, (3.2) 
where D, = 2” or, more generally, D, is any sequence of positive 
numbers such that C, D;l < co, give a possibility to construct the 
blocks A A,_, orny P = 0, l,***, for a fixed n, independently on the neighbors 
n+lp . We have only to find the triple 7 such that n E N,, 
(Niik in the denotations of [Ill). 
Let us remark also that in the left-hand sides of the inequalities 
(1.5) we may take any increasing to infinity sequence m, instead of 
the multipliers n. (Then we get the contradiction 1 < 4C * m;’ 
instead of the last inequality in Section 2.) 
After these remarks we can give another proof of the main result 
of [12]: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There exists a family of cardinality continua 
of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear Frkhet spaces without basis. 
930/23/4-S 
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Proof. Let the operators (1.4) be determined by the relations 
which are obtained from (1.6) by replacing 2” by the new sequence 
D, , D, = 22”, n = 1, 2 ,... . Denote by XD the corresponding space 
X(A,) of (1.2). 
Consider also the family of cardinality continua of Kothe spaces 
Kg = 
I 







u = (u,$‘, u, E R1 (or Cl): 1 1 u, 12 .2png < ~0, Vp , 
! 
g > 0. 
n 
These spaces are pairwise-nonisomorphic as their diametral dimen- 
sions show. Indeed ([4]) 
r(Kg) = {w = (w,),m: 8, .2-‘““-+ 0, VE > O}, (3.4a) 
F(LQ) = {TJ = (?I,);: PI, * 2-En” - 0,3E > O}, (3.4b) 
(for proofs see [4, Sect. 21, or [7, Sect. 9. l]), and these sets of sequences 
are different. 
It is easy to see that 
(a) KQ + KQ II KQ and (b) LQ +LQ NLQ, (3.5) 
i.e., these spaces are isomorphic to their squares. By the choice of 
D, = 22” and inequalities (3.2a), the class F(XD) is wider than r(P) 
or F(U) for any g > 0, i.e., the diametral dimension of XD is smaller 
than the one of KQ or LQ. Then 
P(KQ) < T(XD + Kg) < r(Kg + KQ) = r(Kg). 
Therefore 
F(XD + KQ) = r(KQ), 
and by an analoguous argument 
r(xD +LQ) = T(LQ)# 
Hence by (3.4), the spaces XD + KQ (or XD + Lg), g > 0, are not 
isomorphic one to another for different values of g. By Theorem 2.1 
these spaces have no basis. Q.E.D. 
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Finally, using the argument of [12] we prove 
PROPOSITION 3.4. There exists a family of cardinality continua 
of pairwise-nonisomorphic nuclear Frechet spaces without basis and with 
maximal in the class of nuclear Frechet spaces diametral (approximative? 
dimension F,, = (v = (v&‘: v, . n-= --t 0, 3 T}. 
Proof. Now we choose the operators A, of (1.4) under conditions 
(3.2), where D, = 22”. Then, by Theorem 2.1 (or its analog), 
the spaces Er = X x C”(g) x Kg have no basis and I’(E,) = 
r(C’(,S)) = r,, (by the argument of the proof of Proposition 3.3). 
Hence, it remains to prove, that these spaces are not isomorphic 
one to another for different values of g > 0. 
By Lemma 1 of [12] the conditions (3.2) imply that every operator 
T: Kg -+ X x Cm(S1) is compact. Then, by the Douady-Zahariuta 
lemma [8, Theorem 1; 12, Lemma 21 and in view of isomorphisms 
(3Sa), two spaces Eg and Eh are isomorphic iff K@ and Kh are the 
same. Therefore by (3.4a) the spaces Eg , g > 0, constitute the 
desired family of cardinality continua. Q.E.D. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A SPACE WITHOUT S.F.D.D. 
The main aim of the preceding Section was perhaps to demonstrate 
possibilities of the construction and some of its modifications. Now 
we modify the construction of the Sect. 1 somewhat more essentially 
and get a nuclear FrCchet space without s.f.d.d. (see Definition 0.1). 
An immediate consequence of the absoluteness of bases [2] is the 
following 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P, , t = 1, 2 ,..., be disjoint projections in a nuclear 
Fre’chet space E such that x = Ct P,x for any x E E. Then expansions 
converge absolutely, i.e., for every continuous seminorm 11 *11 on E, 
Ctll P,xII < ~0, ‘dx~E. 
Proof. Put xt = Ptx, x E E, and let L(x) be the closed linear 
span of the system {xt , t = 1, 2,...). Then L(x) is a nuclear FrCchet 
space, as a closed subspace of E, and (x&’ is a basis in L(x). By the 
theorem on absoluteness of bases we have & I] xt 11 = & ]I P,x 11 < co. 
Q.E.D. 
In the sequel we shall need the following analog of the inequality 
(2.5) (see Section 5, (5.1) also): 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let S = (s&;,~=~ be an (r x r)-matrix and let 
det(S) = 0. Put 9 = (&) = WSW-l, where W = (~&j:~=~ is a 
unitary matrix, such that wlli = r-li2, k = l,..., r. Then 
where the constant C(r) is independent of S and W. 
Proof. We put, for any (Y x r)-matrix T = (tjk), 
If 111 T II/ = 0 then T is a scalar matrix. Indeed, it is clear, that tjk = 0 
for j # k. Then t^il = cj Ck wljtjkalk = +I2 Ck t&8,, = r1j2(t, wJ, 
where t = (tkk)+kcl , wi = (w&=i . Since i,, = 0 for 1 = 2 ,..., r the 
vector t is collinear with w1 = r-li2(l ,..., I), i.e., t = c(l)..., 1) and 
T=c.l,. 
Let us consider the compact sets of (r x r)-matrices K = 
{T: zj Ck / tjk I2 = 1, det( T) = 0) and U, = {W unitary, wlk = r-li2, 
k = l,..., Y>. Then the continuous function f(T, W) = 111 T 111 does 
not vanish on K x U, and C(r) = max{ / tii I if (T, W): T E K, W E U, , 
i = l,..., r} < co, is the constant for which the inequalities (4.1) 
hold. Q.E.D. 
After these auxiliary lemmas we make modifications of the con- 
structions of Sect. 1. 
First choose a l-l mapping u: N-t J#‘” x N, where JV is the 
infinite countable set of ordered finite sets of integers 7~ = (p, ,..., p,+l) 
such that p, < p, < .a. < p,,, , r = r(r), r = 2, 3 ,... . W’e put 
Iv, = {n EN: u(n) = (7r, Z), I E Iv}; 
then N = u N,, is a decomposition of N onto disjoint infinite sets. 
We determine the space x as 
x = (x& x, E H,: II XII; = f II &x, II2 < a, VP (4.2) 
n=l i 
where dim H, = r(n) = r(r(n)), o(n) = (n(n), Z(n)), and operators 
A, are defined below. The system of seminorms (/ x (IP , p = 0, l,... 
generates the topology of the space x. 
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We choose, for every r = 2, 3 ,..., a unitary matrix TV, = (w&);,~-~ , 
such that wlk = y-lj2, k = l,..., Y. Let e3”, j = l,..., y(n), be a 
canonical orthonormal basis in H, and let wj” = ci.‘=“: wjkjnekn, 
j = l,..., y(n). We put A,, = lHn . If n E N, wherer = (pi ,...,p,+r), 
then we put 
AnOejn = aj(n, P) ei”, j = l)..., r, p = 0, l)..., p,, 
Anpwjn = ai(n, p) wjn, j = I,..., r, p = p, + l,..., 
(4.3) 
where Y = Y(E), A+, 0) = 1, and choose positive parameters aj(n, p), 
j = l,..., Y, p = 1, 2 )..., in such a way that the following conditions 
hold: 
D,aj(n,p - 1) < +,P), p = 1,2,..., p +p,+ 1, 
D, yx a+, A) < mkin a’(% P, -I- I>, k = I,..., r, 
(4.4) 
n * aj(n,pj) < yjy ak(n,Pj-l + I), p,=O, k= l,..., Y, 
n - al@, I%+,) < y$y uk(n, P, + 1). 
(4.5) 
For the nuclearity of x it is sufficient to assume that 
T r(n) 0;’ -=c 00. (4.6) 
For example, we can put D, = r(n) 2” and (compare (1.6)) 
1 
Dl%Q 
ek(n,p) = n ’ 
k =j, 
p = pj, + l,...,Pj 




D, 9 k=l P = P, + L..,P7+1 
D” f’r+’ 78 7 k = 2,..., r, 
(4.7) 
aL(n,P) = DE+‘?+l, P = p,, + l,.... 
THEOREM 4.3. The space 3 of (4.2) where A, are the operators 
(4.3) with the parameters uk(n, p) satisfying (4.4)--(4.6) is a nuclear 
Fdchet space without s.f.d.d. Moreover, for every nuclear Frhchet 
space Y, the space E = 2 x Y has no s.f.d.d. 
Proof. Let Y be a nuclear FrCchet space with the topology 
generated by a system of seminorms 11 * lip , p = 0, I,... . Suppose that 
5S+314-9 
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P, , t = 1, 2,... is a s.f.d.d. in E = x x Y and dim P, < d < co. 
The topology of E is generated by the system of seminorms 
Il(x, r)ll, = (; II Awxn II2 + IIY II;)“‘, 
(4.8) 
x = (XJl” E 8, y E Y, p = 0, l,... 
Lemma 4.1 and the barrelledness of E imply that the system of 
seminorms Ij x 112’ = x:t /I P,x lip , x E E, p = 0, I,..., is equivalent to 
the system (4.8). In particular, for any fixed r > d there exist integers 
Pl Y**‘) P&l , 0 = p, < pi < a.. < pril , and a positive number C, 
such that 
II x II,*,+1 G c II z lIPi+l vz E Ii for i = 0, l,..., r. 
Put 7r = (p, )..., p,+i) and consider the indexes n E N,, only. 
For any t put 
(4.9) 
ptejn = g$s;pe7~) +y,““, yJ% Y, j = l,..*,y(n). 
Then x1 P,ejn = ejn, therefore 
ptn = 1, j = l)...) r, (4.10) 
and 
Ptwin = fJ$~~~mwkm) +jjnt, jTtE Y, j = l,...,r, 
where ,@fm = W,,(,~Sn~~W,$, , Sntm = (s$~), snrm = (f$tm), k = 
1 ,--*, r(m). Since dim P, < d < r, we have det(Sntl”) = 0 for t = 
1, 2,..., and nEN,. 
Then putting in (4.9) x = ejn, i = j - 1, j = l,..., r, we obtain 
C II ejn (IBj = Cui(n, pi) 3 II ein ll&+1 = 1 II ptejn lIpi mI+l 
t r(m) 
=# c ntm m. $k ek m k=l 
>;I1 c 
iI2 /D,--l+l + II ri”” l::,~~+I)li2 
T ntn n 
%k ek t k=l (j I) ,_l+l = T ( gl I SF I2 II ekn llSj-I+~)1’2 f 
3 Y-1’2 c c 1 sp 1 ak(n, pi-1 + 1); 
t k#j 
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therefore by (4.5) 
Analogously we put in (4.9) z = zuIn, i = r, and obtain (cf. (2.4~)) 
Therefore by (4.5) 
Hence, by (4.10), 1 = xl syp, and adding for j = 1 ,..., r the in- 
equalities (4.11) and the inequality (4.12), and applying Lemma 4.2, 
we get 
t 
for every n E iV, . Since the set N, is infinite, we obtain contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Finally, let us remark, that without losing the restriction on A,, 
and the parameters aj(n,p), we can assume in this Section also that 
on2 . exp 4,-l G Ai,, n,p = 1,2 ,..., 
(cf. Section 3, (3.2) for D, = 22”). Then by the same argument as 
in Section 3 we get the following statements 
PROPOSITION 4.4. There exists a family of cardinality continua of 
nucIear Frbchet spaces without s.f.d.d. Moreover there exists such a 
family consisting of spaces of maximal diametral (approximative) 
dimensions in the class of nuclear Frkchet spaces. 
Proof. Put E, = x x Kg or x x LB, where Kg and LQ are as in 
(3.3). Then the dimension argument gives the first part of the propo- 
sition. Putting Eg = Ik x Cm(S) x Kg we get the second part, by 
the argument of [12] and [S] (see proof of Proposition 3.4). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. There exists a universal nuclear Frkhet space 
without s.f.d.d. 
Proof. Put E = 2 x Cm(R1) and use the same argument as in 
the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
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5. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS 
In this Section we give some remarks to preceding constructions 
and propositions and state some questions and conjectures. 
(1) The unitary matrix W of Section 4 can be choosen arbitrarily 
with the only restriction wr = wr”, where w& = r-l12, k = I,..., r. 
For example, in the complex case we may choose the rows wi(.) = 
?+.Xj(.), j = I,..., r, xj the characters of the group 2, or the 
group 9 (&,)a’, where r = l&pp, p, are prime. In the real case, 
the simplest way is to orthogonalize the system (wlo, e2 ,..., e,} by 
the Schmidt method. In the case Y = 2” one can take the Walsh 
matrix W,, , i.e., We are the characters of the group (,ZJm, or, in 
other words, the relations W, = 1, W,,-, = 2-1/2[-z; E:] give the 
inductive construction of these matrices. 
Lemma 4.2 concerns any such a matrix. Moreover, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Under the assumption of Lemma 4.2 the inequalities 




1 TrS 1 < i 1 Sii 1 < 1’2112 cc / Sjk / + ?+1’2 2 1 $1 1 (5.2) 
1 j#k 1=2 
Proof. Put for any (Y x r)-matrix T = (tjlc) 
Ill T III = ;+; I tj, I + t-l’2 f: I 2,, I 
2=2 
and let T denotes the operator norm of T: 1,” + 1,2. We fix i, i = 1,. ,., Y, 
and consider the (r2 - 1)-dimensional space Li = T: tii = 0 of 
of (Y x r)-matrices. The system of (Y” - 1) functionals 
F&T) = tjk 9 j#k, j,k= l,..., r, 
G,(T) = r1i2 . i,, , 1 = 2,..., r, 
is total on Li, therefore the unit ball B = {T ELM: 111 T 111 < l> is the 
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absolute convex hull of the matrices Vk’, j’ # k’, j’, K’ = 1 ,..., Y, and 
V’, I’ = 2 ,..., r, such that 
Fjk(Ti’k’) = s;l’, GL(Ti”‘) = 0, 
and 
Fj,(u”) = 0, G,(U”) = S;‘. 
This system of linear equations can easily be solved and the solution 
is the following (check!): 
ul’ = ($&,=, , 1’ = 2,..., 7, 
and 
'JWk' = 8 ikp . 1, + EYk' _ Ek'k' , j’ # k’, j’, k’ = I,..., r, 
where Ej’k’ = (s~~k’);,k-l .
Obviously 11 Tj’k’ [I ,< 21j2 and 11 Ur’ II < 2112. Since 11 . 1) is a convex 
function on L, , then T E B implies 11 T 11 < 21/2, therefore 11 T II < 
2112 111 T jll for any T ELM . 
Put S = sii -l,+S’;then&=O,~j~=s~~,$~=&j#K,and 
we have S’ eLi, I/j S’ 111 = 111 S II/. S’ mcedet(S)=OthenIs,iI <IIS’II; 
otherwise 11 SE’ - S’ II < 1, therefore the matrix S = siJ( 1 r + s$ - S’) 
is invertible and det(S) = 0. Hence 
I %i I d II s’II < 21’2 Ill s’ III = 21’2 Ill S Ills 
i.e., the inequalities (5.1) are proved. By summing the inequalities (5.1) 
for i = 1 ,..., r we get (5.2). Q.E.D. 
An analoguous argument shows that the inequality (4.1) holds 
with C(r) = (2r)lj2. The constants 2112 in (5.1) and C(r) = (2~)1/2 in 
(4.1) are the best for the whole class U, defined in Lemma 4.2, as the 
matrices U” show. 
(2) In Sections l-4 we dealt with nuclear spaces. The main 
reason was the theorem on absoluteness of bases. If we consider 
unconditional bases instead of arbitrary bases, then the following 
analog of Theorem 2.1 is true. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X be as in Theorem 2.1. For every Frtkhet 
space Y the space E = X x Y has no utaconditional basis. 
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Indeed, if (fX, ft = xt + yt , is an unconditional basis in X x Y 
then a standard averaging argument shows that the system of semi- 
norms 
where z = Ct zIfi , p = 0, I,..., generates the topology of X x Y. 
Hence the computation of Sect. 2 with suitable changes completes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
In connection with Proposition 5.2 it is interesting to mention the 
following Pelczynski’s result [6], Remark 1: every FrCchet space 
with the bounded approximation property is isomorphic to a com- 
plemented subspace of a FrCchet space with a basis. In particular, the 
space X of Proposition 5.2 is isomorphic to a complemented subspace 
of a FrCchet space Y with a basis. By Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 5.2, 
the Y neither is nuclear nor has an unconditional basis. 
(3) Nevertheless the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The space X of Sect. 2 (or the space x of Sect. 4) 
can be imbedded into a nuclear Fre’chet space E with a basis, which 
admits a continuous norm. 
Of course the corresponding subspace of E is uncomplemented. 
Sketch of proof. In view of the form (1.2) of the space X and 
by the relations (1.4) the statement is a corollary of the following 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u1 = 3-112(1, 0, 1, l), u2 = 3-1/2(1, 0, 1, - 1) be 
a pair of orthogonal unit vectors in R4 (or C*) and 
4 = L(u, , u2) = {x = XlUl + x2u2: x 1 , x2 E R1 (or Cl)}. 
Then any two-dimensional ellipsoid {x E E2: axI + 2yx1x2 + fix2” < 11, 
4 > I Y 12, (Y, /3 > 0, of either type (a) y = 0 or Lb) 01 = /3 is a section 
of a four-dimensional ellipsoid 8, = (x E R*: x1 b, 1 zk I2 < l> with 
suitably chosen b, > 0, k = 1, 2, 3,4. 
Indeed, it is easy to check that in the case (a) we can put ba = b, = 
min(or, ,8), b, = 301 - 2b,, b, = 38 - 2b,, and in the case (b) 
b, = b, = a! - 1 y /, b, = +(3ol + 37 - b,), b, = $(3a - 3y - b,). 
Q.E.D. 
In connection with Proposition 5.3 let us ask the following 
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Question 5.5. Does every nuclear FrCchet space admit a subspace 
without basis ? 
Dubinsky remarked ([l, Theorem 71) that every K&he space is 
isomorphic to one of the foIlowing four types: 
(a) w = R” (or C”“), Cartesian product of countable infinite 
number of the copies R1 (or Cl); 
(b) a space E with a continuous norm; 
(4 w x E, where dim E = co and E has a continuous norm; 
(d) n Ek , Cartesian product of countable infinite number of 
spaces Ek , dim Erc = 00, Qk, with a continuous norm. 
In the case (a) every infinite-dimensional subspace is isomorphic 
to the whole space and therefore it has a basis. Combining a modifica- 
tion of Theorem 2.1 with the method of Bessaga and Pelczynsky [O] 
(alternatively the method of Komura and Komura) one can show 
that every nuclear FrCchet space of the type (d) admits a subspace 
without basis. 
For the cases (b) and (c) Question 5.5 is open. 
(4) Proposition 3.1 (and its analog for the space X of Section 4) 
may be formulated in stronger form. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For every pair of in@ite-dimensional nuclear 
FGchet spaces E, F, there exists a Frbchet space Y without basis (ok 
without s.f.d.d.) such that 
r(E) < r(Y) < r(E + F). 
Indeed put Y = E x X where X = XD and D = (0,) is 
increasing sequence such that D, * d,,( I’, U) + 0~) for every pair 
V C U of neighborhoods of zero in F. 
(5) We conclude this paper with some general questions. 
Question 5.7. Does there exist a nuclear FrCchet space E without 
any finite-dimensional decomposition (f.d.d.) ? 
By an f.d.d. in E we mean a system {P, , t = 1,2 ,...) of disjoint 
finite-dimensional projections such that x = Cs P,x for every x E E. 
Q&ion 5.8. Does there exist a nuclear FrCchet space E such that 
for any projection P we have: dim P < co or dim( 1 - P) < co ? 
Of course the positive answer to the Question 5.8 would imply 
the positive answer to the Question 5.7. 
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(6) Earlier Zerner [IO] and Zahariuta [9] suggested to investigate 
the following examples: 
(a) Cm(&), th e s p ace of all infinitely differentiable functions 
in the zero angle 
~~={(x,y)E~2:~2+(~eh(0)-l)2~ l,x>O}, h(x) < x-“, 
and 
(b) H(S2\F), the space of all holomorphic functions f on 
S2\F where S2 = C1 u {co>, the Riemann sphere, F = u Kj u {0}, 
Kj = {z E Cl: 1 z - aj / < Q}, 
a, 9 f-j $0, r5 + rj+l < a5 - %+l P j = 1,2,. ; (5.3) 
the topology of H(S2\F) is g enerated by the system of norms 
Ilfll, = sup{lf(4l: 2 E S2\F, dW,F) 2 P-‘>, p = 1, 2,... . 
Question 5.9. Does there exist a function h E C”(0, oo), k(x) T co 
(x J 0), and sequences (u&, (ri ? satisfying (5.3) such that the spaces (a) 
Cm(&) and (b) H(S2\F) have no basis ? 
We conjecture that in both cases the answer is “yes”. We also 
hope that the constructions of [ll, 121 and the present paper can be 
modified to get an answer to these questions or at least to reduce 
them to some concrete problems of an analytical character. 
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